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Chapter

In troduc t i on

Dissection has traditionally been an

important

part of many junior and senior high school
classes.

In

the

last

activists have become
opposition

ten years,

their

rights activists have voiced many

strong opinions as to what

they perceive student

attitudes toward dissection
has been given

to be,

but

to seeking the actual

majority of students.

those of

the rest of

but do their views

their classmates?
in

its experiences with animals.

few people have an economic,
with animals.

the

opinions of

is undergoing a change

Our society

little attention

Nationally a few students have

spoken out against dissection,

toward and

in

to this long-standing laboratory practice.

Educators and animal

represent

rights

animal

however,

increasingly vocal

science

its attitudes
Today,

very

care-taking relationship

Daily maintainance of herds of cattle and

hogs and sheep are no longer part of most peoples'
Meat comes

in sanitary,

frozen packages,

pre-wrapped trays,

and leather already made

fish

lives.

in

into shoes
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and belts.

the connection between

Consequently,

the

products made -from animals and the processes o-f

obtaining these products
in

most people

is a very abstract one for

from livestock,

and also have

their human daily survival

For most people

the

luxury of not

the killing of animals to meet

depending directly on

in

experience with animals

through what

Americans are distanced

this country.

needs.

the primary

this country,

is with

the family pets and

the media presents to us about animals.

It may not be an accident

the popularity of Walt

that

Disney-type movies that projected human emotions onto

animals coincided with
animal

the

rights movement.

seventh-grade science
dissection

increased activity of

When

the researcher,

teacher,

to her students,

students in each

class referred to the classroom scene
E.T..

in which Elliott

in

purpose.

apparently under

sacrifice

the

Many of

impression

the

for some obscure

the students were

that

the frog themselves, which

about doing.

the movie,

liberates frogs that

students were shortly expected to kill
"scientific”

a

talking about frog

began

several

the

they would have

to

they were hesitant
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There also existed some apprehension about handling

Few students have any experience with

organisms.

“dead"

preserved specimens.

that

Others thought

it.

it might be

ethical

objections to the process,

it were

Some had heard

associated with

dissecion was a part of

they did have

some students had heard that
the seventh-grade science

and were asking from the first day of class

in August when

they would be able

to begin.

they would be

were

They

naturally curious and eager for a new experience

which

the

hesitations.

the other hand,

curriculum,

if

While some students may not have had any

some physical
On

the movies,

that

in a state of decay.

there was an unpleasant smell

specimens.

in

the frog would bleed heavily when they

that

began dissecting

dead,

possibly from viewing

television programs or

operations on

thought

Some,

the primary functionaries,

in

instead

of watching teachers performing the major role.

Obviously students bring

quite a range of

based on

into the situation

ideas and attitudes toward dissection,

their own preconceived notions of what

process will

entail,

regarding animals.

as well
In

as their personal

this study,

the
beliefs

it was the hypothesis
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o-f

that some o-f

the researcher

these opinions may change

a-fter students have actually dissected,

the basis of

their opinions on

as they adjust

the actual

experience.

Statement o-f Purpose

The purpose o-f

this study was to survey a class

o-f seventh-grade students
toward dissection.

regarding

their attitudes

Many assumptions have been made

concerning how students view dissection,
research exists that attempts to elicit
o-f students beyond those o-f

but
the

little

impressions

the we 1 1-publ i c i zed -few who

have objected to the process as a violation o-f animal

rights.
It was the

intention o-f

responses that would provide

the researcher
*

to gather

information concerning

student attitudes toward dissection and its educational

value.

Suburban seventh-grade science students

in one

school were asked their opinions to a set of

fifteen statements regarding their attitudes toward and
their willingness to dissect as well

as their views of

the value of dissection as a learning experience.
Comparison of responses before and after classroom
dissection of a worm and a frog may provide some

insight
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on whether participating

in

the actual

dissection changed the opinions o-f

process o-f

these students

in any

way.

De-f i n i t i ons

Alternate Learning Activities—edueat i onal
experiences to replace

specimen.

the

Examples

the dissection o-f an animal

include computer simulations,

labeling o-f diagrams,

and modeling internal

organs

■from c 1 ay.

Animal

Riohts— the be 1 i e-f

that an imals are

entitled to certain privileges and considerations,
belonging to them by nature

Animal

i -f not by law.

Rights Ac tivist/Advocate—a person who

actively supports what he/she believes are

the rights

to which animals are entitled.

Biological

Supply House—a business that provides

schools and laboratories with supplies and equipment

necessary -for

the study and practice o-f biology.

8

D i ssec t i on — the systematic cutting apart of

body of an organism for

the

the purposes of study.

V i v i sect i on — the practice of performing surgery on

a living animal

in medical

research.

L i m i tat i ons

All

student responses

in

at one suburban junior high

this study may be

this survey were gathered

in

the Midwest.

limited to students

in

Results of

like settings

and situations.
A second limitation of
student had any actual

this study was that only one

experience

in any other alternate

learning activites beyond labeling anatomy on diagrams.

Student attitudes toward the value of alternate
activites are

thus based primarily on speculation.

instead of actual

experiences.

noted that as the

teacher of

researcher

learning

Finally,

it should be

these students,

the

tried to avoid discussions of her attitudes

toward dissection until

had been administered,
toward her personal

after

the post-dissection survey

to avoid prejudicing students

views.
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The purpose of

this study was to determine

seventh-graders attitudes toward dissection,
rights.

animal

Care must be

the

not

to assume

taken not

that a

student who admits being bothered by dissecting a frog
is concerned about

the rights of

the frog.

contributing factors could be dislike of
smell

involved,

animal,

Other

the chemical

hesitancy over contact with a dead

or confusion over

that are more complex

identifying body structures

than on a simplifed textbook

d i agram.

Significance of

As a classroom teacher,
to gain

insight

the Study

the researcher was curious

into students"

attitudes toward

dissection and their opinions of
experience.

its value as a learning

The survey administered

not designed to elicit

in

information on

student objected to dissection,

nor

a student"s attitudes toward animal

this study was

the reasons why a

to address directly

rights.
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Chapter

II

Review o-f Related Literature

Dissection has been accepted as a traditional
important part o-f many o-f

country's schools.

in our

increasing objections as raised

rights advocates are -forcing educators to take

by animal

a closer

But

the science programs

look at

Students at

that by the

1920zs,

many high schools.

high-school

the century.

level

began

to dissect

Orlans (1988)

-found

-frog dissection was practiced

O-f

biology students,

75’/. to 80X dissect -frogs.

198Gzs when much emphasis was placed on

"hands-on“

science,

the

in

the appr ox i mate 1 y -four million

During the

trend toward dissection extended

lower grades and it became a common practice

many junior highs.

Teachers,

workshop,

the middle school

included dissection

science curricula.

in

During a workshop -for Ohio Science

it was -found that 74X o-f

teachers present

in

their schools'

(Mayer & Hinton,1990)

At

this same

dissection was -found to be the most common use

■for animals
level,

the

in our science curriculum.

the high school

turn o-f

around the

and to reevaluate

this practice,

role o-f dissection

to the

and

in

the more

the classroom.

The higher

likely students were

the grade

to dissect.
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this much dissection occuring,

With

dealerships are

a vested

thriving.

interest

Biological

as these are

frequently used specimens.

They sell

the most

The most commonly used

vertebrates are perch and fetal

all

supply houses have

in retaining this business.

the most frogs and worms,

The Wall

the frog

pigs.

(Or 1ans,1988)

cites the number of sales of

Street Journal

specimens for dissection as being 5.7 million

annually, with 3 million of

frogs.

(Wei Is,1989)

Parakh and Slesnick

animal

these specimens being

rights

(1989)

divide attitudes toward

into three ethical

positions.

They define

an absolute dominionist as one who denys that any

non-human has any rights at all.
to someone who believe

as humans.

An abolitionist refers

that animals have

They object

the same rights

to the use of animals for

dissection or for research as morally wrong,
even coined a term,

"speciesism",

in favor of humans.
of utilitarianism.

The

animals

to describe prejudice

third ethical

This is the belief

have some rights, but

and have

position

is that

that animals do

the benefits gained by the use of

in certain circumstances,

such as research and

education, justify the use of animals by man

12

the animal

Many of

rights advocates can be

classified as abolitionists.

A pamphlet put out. by the

Student Action Corps for Animals <1986> urges students
to say "no"

to dissection.

their own

animals have

An animal's value

others,

It further states that

lives and their own values.

doesn't depend upon

and humans have no right

to take an

innocent

They claim that dissecting an

it up.

animal

and cut

animal

teaches nothing about

the human body, but does

insensitivity to other forms of

teach

its usefulness to

life.

Another pamphlet published by the National
Association for
<1985)

the Advancement of Humane Education

is also directed at students,

ideas similar

and contains many

to the above mentioned pamphlet.

find dissection unacceptable at a pre-college
and are working to eliminate

senior high curricula.
information

They

level

it from the junior and

They contend the same

learned through dissection can be gained by

alternate methods of
inconsistent with

instruction.

Dissection

the development of a general

appreciation and respect for living organisms.

is
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the primary concern of most groups that are

But

opposed to animal

but of compassion for animals.

understanding,
(Ige1srud,1983)

more emotional
fundamental

that

is not biological

dissection

While many of

logical,

than

ethical

their arguments may be

questions.

If a person believes

the painless killing of an animal

is not ethical

then one must decide

purposes,

for educational

raise some

they still

if and

when any killing of animals is justified.
America has had a growing preoccupation with

moral

More has been written about

status of animals.

animal

rights

the

in

(Cowley et al.,

There are currently more
protection groups

purposes vary,
idea that

their numbers give

There

of our relationship

is an

Their

testimony to the

rights

is not just a

increasing human awareness

to the other animals with whom

this planet.

Interestingly enough,
animals

the

1,000 animal

this concern for animal

passing fancy.

we share

than

in

1988)

the United States.

in

but

12 years than

last

previous 3,000 years.

the

this present concern for

is largely felt by people who belong to a

largely urban society.
are people who have

Many animal

rights advocates

largely lost contact with domestic
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and wild animals.

Not only do most people no longer

slaughter animals -for
handle meat before

it

their own meat,

they scarcely

is processed and cooked.

lack of contact makes people more vulnerable
propaganda designed to arouse revulsion.

This

to

(March,1984)

People also tend to idealize and personalize animals

they do not have

more when

the welfare of

the daily resposibi1 ity for

large groups of domesticated animals.

Many of us have experience with choosing to kill

and benefitting from the usefulness of
even

products,

animal

animals

the resulting

if few of us have directly killed the

ourselves.

Igelsrud (1983)
question

the

(1989)

all

legitimacy of stopping with animals as the

type of organism that should have rights.

only other

What about other

protists,

and Parakh and Slesnick

living things,

and plants?

Many of

such as bacteria,
the proponents of animal

rights are dog-and cat-owners, whose pets are
Do these pets have

carnivores.

loose

to kill

in research,

supported?

the right

to be

turned

is not ethical

to use rats

then how can rat pest-control

programs be

mice?

If

it

How can a society that destroys over

13 million unwanted dogs each year not allow animals
to be used

in

teaching and research?

(Ige1srud,1983)
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Most -farm animals

in

this country are well-fed and

well-cared for because

it

it

If

advantage.

there

economic

is no human self-interest

in caring

the animals may ultimately suffer.

for animals,

is a case-in-point.

African elephant

the sale of

to their owners'

ivory

is banned,

a valuable economic resource,

The

In Kenya, where

elphants are not viewed as

except by poachers.

Kenya's elephant population has declined from 65,000
19,000 over

the past decade.

ivory sales are still

legal,

in Zimbabwe where

But

the elephant population has

increased from 30,000 to 45,000 during the

last decade

the direct relationship between ownership,

because of

economic value,

and care.

(Wi11iams,1990)

In

this

country the group most responsible for saving the
of many wild animals

protect

the animals'

is hunters,

natural

because

habitat.

Proponents of dissection feel
teaching tool

response

in

because

it

to

is a valuable

the student can

1essons.<Berman,1984)

process of

It

is a

instead of just an

identifying and examining parts.

Dissection allows the student
structures,

they work

<Ige1srud,1983)

that

through which

hands-on experience

intellectual

lives

it does provoke an emotional

the student

learn many essential
dramatic,

to

to learn

internal

inter-re1 ationships among tissues,

physical
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placement of organs,
various organs,

the appearance and texture of

the relationship between structure and

function and still

appreciate

the animals as a whole

instead of a collection of organ systems.

entity

active exploration of

the unknown has more

retained longer and understood better.

Dissection develops respect for all
well

life.

impact,

is

(Or 1ans,1988)

forms of

as an understanding and appreciation

individual

This

life as

of

the

variations and continuity of

(Berman,1984)

No matter how essential

dissection

to be

many teachers find

to a good science curriculum,

the

decision may be

taken out of

in courtrooms.

When California biology student Jennifer

their hands and determined

Graham refused to dissect a frog on moral
grade was lowered from an A to a C.

school,

contending that

to force her

She sued the

that she found morally

The school's argument was that

dissection had importance and value,
chart could compare

her

it was a violation of her rights

to do a task

objectionable.

grounds,

the frog

and that no text or

to the hands-on knowledge gained.

The judge's decision upheld both views.

the student had a right not
only valid way to test

to dissect,

He felt

but

that

that
the

the course's required knowledge
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was to

that

identify the structures of a real

is more difficult

to do than

frog,

since

to identify structres

The judge's compromise was

on brightly colored charts.

to test her knowledge using a frog that died of natural

causes.

Unfortunate1y such a frog proved extremely
(Or 1ans,1988)

to find.

difficult

The above case was decided at a Federal

level,

which sets the precedent for a law giving students under

the age of eighteen

to refuse dissection on

the right

the grounds of conscience or religion.

(Wei Is,198?)

Some scientists and educators worry that

compaign
goal

is camoflauge for a broader anti-vivisectionist

to ban

the killing or use of any animals for

research or education.

dissection

They feel

is a misguided effort

the quality of
country.

the science

(Wells)

also agree

that

that will

in

further erode
this

there has been some abuse of animals

While

to dissect a frog,

to kill

this attack on

But many educators and scientists will

(Cowley et al.,1988)

her

that

instruction

the research laboratory and in

a student

this anti-frog

the animal

the classroom.

it may be reasonable

it

in

is not reasonable

before dissecting

it.

Experiments that cause pain or distress to living

to ask
to ask
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animals have no place

in

the classroom.

killing animals humanely does not
pain.

However,

inflict

<Or 1ans,1988)
Teachers need to reassess the need for dissection

in

their classroom,

to admit

that

this

overcome

the

The dissection

Many

Feelings should be discussed.

squeamish because

the preservative.

they have

little direct

and are bothered by the

experience with dead things,
of

introductory life

logically to the preceding lesson and to

that follow.

students feel

smell

the

purpose of dissection.

should relate

those

in

Students should be made aware of

science courses.

educational

expecially

urges a teacher

Jones <1983)

that she may be a little squeamish

too,

but

is a learned response and the aim should be
this feeling instead of giving

into

to

it.

Educators also need to develop alternatives to
dissection,

both for

morally objectional
not be essential.

the students who find dissection

and to replace dissections that may
Possibilities

include using animals

parts from the supermarket or from animal
slaughterhouses,

keeping live animals

using computer simulations,

anatomical models.
though, whether

video

<Or Ians,1988)

in

instruction,

and

The question remains,

these substitutions will

learning experience as actual

the classroom,

dissection.

be as valid a

1?

As the world population constantly

hundreds o-f

li-fe -forms are being eliminated by

their natural

destruction o-f
important

issues o-f our

then biological

and resolve

habitats.

understanding

living organisms must be

Since man does have a

the biology classroom

Dissection

with

bases,

Because biological

serious problem with his relationship

to deal

the most

is necessary to understand

living phenomena,

studied to understand them.

begin

Since

time have biological

these problems.

phenomena are

creatures,

increases,

to his -fellow

is the best place

these problems.

to

(Ige1srud,1983)

is too valuable o-f a learning experience

to drop -from our schools'

cause some controversy.

curricula because
The objections o-f

rights advocates cannot be

it does

the animal

ignored or belittled,

they must be dealt with on a logical

level.

but

20

Chapter

III

Subjects and Setting,

The

102 seventh-grade students who participated in

this survey attended Oakwood Junior High.

first-ring suburban community with a population

small,

of slightly under

Dayton,

Ohio,

square miles.

10,000.

residential.

is adjacent

It

and covers an area of
No

industrial

within Oakwood's boundaries,

Many of

in

so the city

built

style,

in

in

exemplify this pride,

conservative nature of

income

its size gives

town.

interest

in

its

buildings,

the classic English Tudor

as well

as symbolizing the

the community.

sought by maintaining traditional

the spring of

Excellence

values.

of Oakwood are also willing to back

In

but

The four public school

the early l?00's

financially.

average

in

is amoung the

this city,

Oakwood takes great pride and

system.

involved

The

careers.

the attributes of a small

educational

is 97,?*/,

The many we 11-maintained homes

the state.

to the affluence of

it many of

three

operations are premitted

per household is over $62,000, which
highest

to the city of

less than

its residents are

business and professional

attest

is a

Oakwood

199Q,

is

The residents

their schools
they passed a

21

school

levy to increase

15 mills,

although

their property taxes were already

to the

high relative

their property taxes by

tax rates of surrounding

communi t i es.
The Oakwood Junior High School

facade,

but

in

is actually housed

the Senior High.

Many teachers,

languages or mathematics,

often

the Junior and Senior Highs.
organized by grade

level,

has a separate

the same building as
such as those who teach

teach students from both

Classrooms are not

so all

six

secondary students mingle with one another
walls of

the Junior-Senior High building.

the Junior High, which
for

the 1989-90 school

the

levels of

inside

Enrollment of

includes grades seven and eight,

year was 212 students. There were

469 students enrolled in Oakwood High School.

class size on
17 students,

and the educational

cost given for

115 member class of

four-year college or university.

on

the classes of

1982,

1983,

to college.

1990 planned to attend

a

87’Z to 96Z of

the

year was $5,286 per pupil.

Most of Oakwood's graduates go on
the

Average

the entire secondary level was

1988-89 school

87.7/ of

the

Follow-up studies

and 1984

indicate

that

the Oakwood graduates attending

institutions of higher

learning had earned at

least a

22

•four-year college degree.

academics,

or at

their

Oakwood students take

their grade-point averages,

least

ser i ously.
is taught -for a

The seventh-grade science course

full

180 day school

47 minute periods.

year,
For

five days a week during

the

102 seventh-graders were divided

ranging

researcher

in

this study was the only

teach Science 7.

All

and biology, with
two.

at

in

instructor

to

in Science 7

include physics

the year divided equally between

A worm dissection was

curriculum

The

102 Seventh-graders were part of

Areas covered

this study.

the

into five classes,

from 13 to 26 students.

in size

year

1989-90 school

included

the 1987-88 school

in

year,

the suggestion of the high school

the

the Science 7
and was done so

biology teacher.

Students responded very enthusiastically to the
experience and asked to do more dissection.

dissection was added to the curriculum in

school

year,

Frog

the

1988-89

and again students also responded favorably.

Worm dissection

is performed during a unit studying

invertebrates, while frog dissection

part of a unit on vertebrates.

is

included as a

Both units are

during fourth quarter as a culmination of
science curriculum.

the

taught
life

Oakwood Junior High School

has no

23

separate

laboratory facilities or ventilation system,

so

disssecting in May allows the windows to be opened to
keep air circulating more freely through

the classroom.

Instrumen tat i on

The Classroom Dissection Questionnaire

<CDQ)

consisted of fifteen statements to which there were
three possible response choices:

respondent agreed with

the statement,

respondent did not agree with

"Undecided"
his mind.

if

this age group

in

The statements on

straightforward enough

if

didn't bother

them.

the

the
and

to make up

<12-14 years)

and the researcher

the CDQ were

that

they lent

to either agreement or disagreement.

students knew

if

their attitudes to a definite

wanted them to commit

themselves
For example, most

idea of dissecting a worm did or
If

option of choosing the

Dual

"No"

the respondent was unable

Students

the

if

the statement,

tend to have definite opinions,

stand.

',Yes,,

they were not sure,
"undecided"

statements were

they had the

response.

included when appropriate to

elicit separate responses for

the worm and the frog

dissections and their educational

value.

Since

the frog
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is a vertebrate,

is not,

and the worm

the researcher was

curious as to whether students might feel
toward the

differently

life form.

"higher"

The CDQ was first administered on April

before either

the frog or

The students were

the frog,

and that

sacrificed and

internal

dissection,

they arrived at

the

the specimens and the process of

then distributed the CDQ's and the

the CDQ

independently,

to one another while

All

Students were

instructed to

and were not permitted to

they were responding to the

five seventh-grade classes were
*

involved,

the CDQ was administered by the researcher

classroom throughout

returned to school.
consisted of

in

and

the

Any students who were

the day.

absent were asked to complete

the CDQ on

the day they

The post-dissection CDQ, which

the same set of fifteen statements, was

administered to all
under

the worm and

the specimens would already be

Scantron answer sheets.

CDQ.

anatomy of

in a preservative when

students had about

talk

the purpose of dissection was

The researcher answered any questions the

school.

answer

1990,

the worm dissection had begun.

told that

to study first-hand the

24,

students

in

the same classroom and

the same conditions as the pre-dissection CDQ.

This was administered on May 24,

1990,

after all

had finished dissecting the worm and the frog.

students
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The first

ethical

students'

was acceptable

educational
is one of

the CDQ asked the

two statements on

viewpoint as to whether
worms <#1)

to kill

they felt

and frogs (#2)

for an

purpose such as classroom dissection.

the central

issues of

the animal

it

This

rights

The next

movement's objection to classroom dissection.

two questions < #3 and #4) were on a more personal

level

and asked the students whether they were bothered by
the

open

idea of dissecting.

to the students'

could mean

The

term '’bothered” was left

interpretation.

the student had a moral

A "yes"

have no moral

hesitant

or could

objection,

have simply found the process distasteful.

response

Students who

objections to dissection can still

to dissect because of

be

the smells and the

handling of the dead specimens.
Questions #5 and #6 probed the students'opinion

as to the necessity of dissection by asking
thought

the same

information

learning activities.

Some science educators claim that dissection
"hands-on"

students

insights

they

learned through dissection

could be gained by doing alternate

ultimate

if

is the

science activity which gives

into anatomy that can be gained

through no other method of

instruction.

These questions
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asked

if students agreed with

and #8 personalized the above

Questions #7

this claim.

idea by asking if students

than do an alternate activity.

would rather dissect

Responses to these questions will

indicate students'

preferences as to how they would prefer

personal

to

1 earn anatomy.
students as to whether

Statement #? questioned

that a discussion of animal

they felt

a part of a life science course.
curious
as

if students felt

rights should be

The researcher was

the need to discuss dissection

it relates to the rights of animals.

The next

two questions (#10 and #11)

are concerned

with students' opinions as to whether seeing the
internal

anatomy of a worm,

worthwhile

refer

the students'

value

the

but attempt

in dissection

to determine

there

is sufficient

to justify doing

the seventh-grade

in

the

life science

The focus behind question #12 extended this

idea of educational

that

rights,

opinions as to whether

classroom as a part of
curriculum.

These questions do not

learning experiences.

to the animals'

educational

and then a frog, were

internal

value

to see

if students realized

structure had much

in common with

that

of other vertebrates.

The researcher wondered whether

students would realize

that what

they learned about the

the frog could be applied to the

internal

anatomy of

internal

anatomy of a human being.
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Question #13 asked

if students would be

interested

in dissecting more animals beyond a worm and a frog.

The focus here was on finding out

dissection

if

intrigued students enough

do more dissection.
physically repulsive,

If

the process of
to motivate

they found the experience

they likely would have no desire

But,

to do any additional

dissections.

their

they would be open

interest,

then

possibility of dissecting other
The final
whether

them to

if

it aroused

to the

types of animals.

two questions queried the students as to

the frog and worm dissection should be

in next year's seventh grade science course.

included

These

questions were geared toward summing up student

attitudes toward dissection as a worthwhile

experience.

If

they felt

educationally worthwhile,

that dissection was
that

it was not physically

repulsive nor morally objectional,

then

they would

recommend that dissection remain a part of

seventh grade curriculum.

learning

the

two
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Data Col lection

24,

On April

before either

dissection had begun,

the worm or the frog

the CDQ was administered by the

researcher

to 102 seventh-grade science students

throughout

the day during their normal

told that

Students were

study first-hand the
the frog,

and that

sacrificed and
the school.

the purpose of dissection was to

anatomy of

internal

the worm and

the specimens would already be

in a preservative when

they arrived at

The researcher answered any questions that

the students had about

dissection,

class time.

the specimens and the process of

and then distributed the CDQ's and the

Directions on how to record

Scantron answer forms.

as being

student responses were given verbally as well
printed on

the

top of

the CDQ.

The CDQ statements and

directions were printed on one sheet of paper,
students marked their responses on a separate

Scantron form.

Students were

with one another.

instructed not

and
15-answer

to consult

If students had a question about

interpretation of one of

the CDQ statements,

the

they were

instructed to request assistance from the researcher.

Students were also told that

write

their names on

it was not necessary to

the Scantron answer forms
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The post-dissection CDQ was given on May 24,
school

days after students had finished their final
the worm and the frog.

laboratory experience with
students worked in pairs of

labs,

and all were required to dissect a worm.

the frog or do an alternate
consisted of modeling the

from clay.

All

All

two during the dissection

were allowed to choose whether

frog.

-five

Students

they preferred to dissect

learning activity which
organs of

internal

students but one chose

the frog

to dissect

the

The post-dissection CDQ was also administered in

the researcher's self-contained classroom under

the

conditions described above.

Data Analysis.

Student responses were recorded on Scantron forms.
All

responses were

tallied to arrive at

students responding "Yes1*,
of

"No",

the number of

or “Undecided”

to each

the fifteen statements on the pre- and

post-dissection CDQ.

responses were
assembled

The numbers

indicating the student

then converted to percentages and

into a table format.
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Chapter

IV

Results

The results o-f

this study (see Table

1) were

based on

the responses o-f

enrolled

in Science 7 at Oakwood Junior High School.

What -follows

on

102 suburban seventh-graders

is a brief discussion o-f each statement

the CDQ.

STATEMENT 1:

I

BELIEVE THAT IT IS ACCEPTABLE TO KILL

WORMS FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES,

SUCH AS

CLASSROOM DISSECTION.

The majority o-f students (61.8Z)
acceptable

to kill

worm.

it was

to the first question.

increased to 66.77. after

17.6X of

that

worms for classroom dissection,

indicated by their response

percentage

felt

as

This

the dissection of

the students stated that

the

they were

undecided as to the acceptabli1ity of killing a worm for

dissection, which decreased by 4. ?7. after dissection.
The percentage of students who found killing a worm for
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Table

1

Title:
Mean Pre- and Post-dissection
CDQ Scores -for 1Q2 Seventh-grade
Science Students

CDQ Statement

Response

Yes
1.
I be 1 i eve that it is
acceptable to kill worms -for
educational purposes, such
as classroom dissection.

Pre-

No

(X)

Undec i ded

61 .3

20.6

17.6

Post- 66.7

19.6

12.7

2.
I be 1i eve that it is
acceptable to kill -frogs -for
educational purposes, such
as classroom dissection.

Pre-

50.0

27.4

21 .6

Post- 57.8

25.5

15.7

3.
The idea o-f d i ssec t i ng
a worm does not bother me.

Pr e-

68 ■ 6

13.7

17.7

Post- 74.5

14.7

9.8

Pr e-

64.7

15.7

18.6

Post- 66.7

17.6

14.7

Pre-

27.5

57.8

13.7

Post- 28.4

58.8

11.8

4.
The idea o-f dissecting
a -frog does not bother me.

5.
I think that a student
could learn just as much
about a worm by doing an
alternate activity (labeling
a diagram, using a computer
program) instead o-f
dissecting a worm.
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CDQ Statement

Response

(X)

Yes

No

27.5

57.8

13.7

Undec i ded

6.
I think that a student
could learn just as much
about a frog by doing an
alternate activity (labeling
a diagram, using a computer
program) instead of
dissecting the frog.

Pre-

Post- 24.5

61 .8

12.7

7.
I would rather dissect a
worm than do an alternate
ac t i v i ty.

Pre-

74.5

13.7

10

Post- 76.5

11.8

10

8.
I would rather dissect a
frog than do an alternate
ac t i v i ty.

Pr e-

69.6

15.7

13.7

Post- 71 .6

15.7

11.8

9.
A discussion of animal
rights should be a part of a
life science course.

Pre-

48.0

28.4

22.5

Post — 55.9

22.5

20.6

10.
It is a worthwhile
learning experience to see
what the inside of a worm
1ooks like.

Pre-

63.7

19.6

15.7

Post — 61.8

22.5

14.7

11.
It is a worthwhile
learning experience to see
what the inside of a frog
1ooks like.

Pr e-

67.6

16.7

14.7

Post- 72.5

14.7

1 1 .8
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Response

CDQ Statement

Yes,

No

52.0

26.5

20.6

Post- 67.6

16.7

14.5

46.1

34.3

18.6

Post — 59.3

15.7

23.5

71 .6

13.7

13.7

Post — 69.6

13.7

15.7

70.6

12.7

15.7

Post- 71 .6

11.8

15.7

12.
I think that
understanding the internal
structure of a frog will
will help me better
understand the internal
structure of a human being.

Pre-

13.
I would be interested
in dissecting more animals
besides a worm and a frog.

Pr e-

14.
Next year's seventh
graders should dissect a worm
as a part of their science
course.

Pr e-

15.
Next year's seventh
graders should dissect a frog
as a part of their science
course.

Pr e-

Undec i ded
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dissection

to be unaccepable only varied by IX,

to

remain approximate1y 20X before and after dissection.

STATEMENT 2:

I

BELIEVE THAT IT IS ACCEPTABLE TO KILL

FROGS FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES,

SUCH AS

CLASSROOM DISSECTION.
More students were hesitant about

the acceptablity

of sacrificing a frog than a worm for dissection.

50X of

to dissection,

statement #2,
acceptable

the students responded “yes"

agreeing that

to kill

they believed

frogs for educational

compared to the 61.8X who felt
to kill

a worm for educational

that

it

Prior

to

is

purposes,

it was acceptable

purposes.

The number of

affirmative responses to the acceptability of killing a
frog for dissection

increased by 7.8X,

post~dissection survey.

to 57.8X

in

the

21 .67. were undecided as to

the acceptability of killing a fi*og for dissection,

but

this percentage dropped to 15.77. after students

performed the frog dissection.
responding “no"

The number of students

to the acceptability of sacrificing a

frog for dissection decreased only slightly after
dissection,

from 27.47. to 25.5X.
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STATEMENT 3s

THE IDEA OF DISSECTING A WORM DOES NOT
BOTHER ME.

There was a slight

increase

in

the number of

they weren't personally bothered

students who said that

by the worm dissection -from the pre- to the
post-dissection survey.

5.9Z (68.8Z to 74.5Z) more

they were not personally bothered by the

responded that

process after dissecting a worm.
6.97. decrease

in

the percentage of students who claimed

they were undecided

that

This was mirrored by a

they were personally

if

bothered by the worm dissection process,
9.87..

Those responding that

process,

(13.77. and 14.7Z)

from 16.77. to

they were bothered by the

fluctuated only by 1Z before

and after dissecting the worm.

STATEMENT 4s

THE IDEA OF DISSECTING A FROG DOES NOT

BOTHER ME.
Percentages also remained fairly stable

in student

responses to statement #4 concerning whether
personally bothered by dissecting a frog.
students did admit

dissection

than

they were

However, more

to being bothered by the frog

the worm dissection (17.67. to the frog,

14.77. to the worm)

in

the post-dissection survey.
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The number of students who were undecided about whether

they were personally bothered by frog dissection

decreased by 3.97. (from 18.7*/. to 14.77)
post-dissection survey results.

claimed that

in

the

The percentage who

they were not bothered after

the dissection

The number who

increased by 27 (from 64.77 to 66.7'/.).

claimed they were bothered increased by 1.9'/. <15.7/ to
17.6'/.)

in

the post dissection responses.

STATEMENT 5s

I THINK THAT A STUDENT COULD LEARN JUST AS
MUCH ABOUT A WORM BY DOING AN ALTERNATE

ACTIVITY (LABELING A DIAGRAM,USING A
COMPUTER PROGRAM)

INSTEAD OF DISSECTING

THE WORM.

Before dissecting the worm,
replied that a student could not

alternate

the students

learn as much

through

learning activities, while 27.5& felt

student could learn as much
Both

57.&'/. of

the affirmative

<57.87 to 58.87)

d i ssec t i ng.

through alternate activities.

<27.57 to 28.47.)

responses

that a

and the negative

increased by 17 after
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I THINK THAT A STUDENT COULD LEARN JUST

STATEMENT 6s

AS MUCH ABOUT A FROG BY DOING AN ALTERNATE

ACTIVITY (LABELING A DIAGRAM,

USING A

INSTEAD OF DISSECTING A

COMPUTER PROGRAM)

FROG.
When asked if students could learn as much using

replied "no"
dissection,

concerning both

the worm and the frog
These percentages

to dissecting.

prior

the students

57.37. of

alternate methods to dissection,

remained fairly stable after dissection, with 4X more
(57.8X to 61.8X)

replying "no"

in reference

to the frog

d i ssec t i on.

1 WOULD RATHER DISSECT A WORM THAN DO AN

STATEMENT 7s

ALTERNATE ACTIVITY.
74.5X of
choose

the students responded that

to dissect a worm before

dissection,

dissection

the classroom

and 2.OX more (76.5X)

that

they would

indicated after

they preferred to dissect as opposed to

doing alternate activities.

10.8X of

the students were

undecided pre-and post-dissection, with

who responded that

they would prefer not

the percentage
to dissect

instead of doing an alternate activity decreasing by
l.?X (from 13.7X to 11.8X)
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STATEMENT 8:

I WOULD RATHER DISSECT A FROG THAN DO AN
ALTERNATE ACTIVITY.

Slightly fewer students (69.9X)

opted -for

prefer

the worm dissection

to dissect a frog

learning activity.

than

indicated that

they would

instead of doing an alternate

This category increased by 2.9X

the post-dissection survey, with

the

they would not prefer

to alternate activities remained at

in

"undecided"

students decreasing from 13.77. to 11.8X.

indicated that

the 74.57. who

Those who

the frog dissection

15.77. pre- and

post-d i ssec t i on.

STATEMENT 9:

A DISCUSSION OF ANIMAL RIGHTS SHOULD BE A
PART OF A LIFE SCIENCE COURSE.

After dissecting, more students felt

discussion of animal

that a

rights should be a part of a life

science course. The percentage of students responding

"yes"

to Statement #9

to 55.97.).

increased by 7.97. (from 48.OX

Those saying "no"

to the need for a

discussion decreased by 57. (from 28.47. to 22.X>
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STATEMENT 10s

IT IS A WORTHWHILE LEARNING EXPERIENCE

TO SEE WHAT THE INSIDE OF A WORM LOOKS
LIKE.

The number o-f students who agreed that seeing the

insides o-f a worm was a worthwhile
decreased slightly a-fter

learning experience

dropping by

the dissection,

1 .?'/ (From 63.7'/. to 61.8X).

Those who said "no”

to

statement #10 and thus did not consider seeing the
insides o-f a worm a worthwhile

learning experience

increased by 2.9'/. (from 19.6’/. to 22.5X)

Appr ox i mat e 1 y 15X were
viewing the worm's

STATEMENT 11:

"undecided**

after dissecting.

about

the value

to

insides before and after dissecting.

IT IS A WORTHWHILE LEARNING EXPERIENCE TO

SEE WHAT THE INSIDE OF A FROG LOOKS LIKE.
A more affirmative response was garnered to

statement #11
internal

anatomy.

they did feel

worthwhile
agreed

67.6’/. responded "yes",

that seeing the

to statement #11

total

in

indicating

inside of a frog was a

learning experience.

bringing the
Both

regarding the value* of seeing the frog's

An additional

4.9’/.

the post-dissection survey,

percentage of students up

to 72.5’/..

the number of students who were undecided or who

reponded "no"

to this statement decreased after
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dissecting (from 16.7'/. to 14.7/ for
"no",

and 14.7'/. to 11 . 8X for

those saying

those who were

undeci ded).

STATEMENT 12:

I THINK THAT UNDERSTANDING THE INTERNAL
STRUCTURE OF A FROG WILL HELP ME BETTER

UNDERSTAND THE INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF A

HUMAN BEING.

The

largest survey response percentage

increases

pre- and post-dissection occurred on statements #12 and

#13.

Statement #12 asked

understanding the

internal

if students thought

that

anatomy of a frog would lead

to a better understanding of human anatomy.

The

percentage of students agreeing to this statement
increased by 15.6'/. after dissecting (from 52.OX to
67.6'/.).

Those saying "no”

to 16.7'/.).

that

decreased by 9.3X (from 26.5X

The percentage of students who

indicated

they were undecided about statement #12 decreased

by 6.IX (from 20.6'/. to 14.5X)

STATEMENT 13:

after dissecting.

I WOULD BE INTERESTED IN DISSECTING

MORE ANIMALS BESIDES A WORM AND A FROG.
Statement # 13 concerned

interest

animals beyond a worm and a frog.

in dissecting more

Only 46.IX of

the
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students thought

that

more dissection before

13.77. more

(59.87)

they would be

they had actually dissected,

indicated further

interest

dissection after the classroom dissection of
and the frog.

that

but

in

the worm

The percentage of students who replied

they would not be

(from 34.3’/. to 15.77.)
dissection.

in doing

interested

interested decreased by 18.67.

after

experience of

the actual

Those who were undecided

increased

by 4.97 (from 18.67. to 23.57).

STATEMENT 14s

NEXT YEAR'S SEVENTH-GRADERS SHOULD
DISSECT A WORM AS A PART OF THEIR

SCIENCE COURSE.

Views of students as to whether dissection should

be performed by the following school

year's seventh-grade

class remained fairly stable before and after dissection
for both

the worm and the frog.

Those who thought

worm dissection should remain a part of

the

the

seventh-grade curriculum decreased by 27. (from 71.67 to

69.67), with a 27.

(13.77 to 15.77).

increase

in

the

"undecided"

category
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STATEMENT 15s

NEXT YEAR'S SEVENTH-GRADERS SHOULD DISSECT
A FROG AS A PART OF THEIR SCIENCE COURSE.

Those who felt worm dissection should not remain a
part of

the seventh-grade curriculum increased by 2X

(from 13.7X to 15.7X).
responded "yes"

The percentage of students who

to keeping the frog dissection a part of

the seventh-grade curriculum increased by IX (from 70.6/.
to 71.6X), with a corresponding 0.9/. drop

percentage of students saying "no"
The same percentage

(15.7X)

and after dissection.

in

the

(12.7/. to 11.8X).

remained "undecided"

before
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Summary

The purpose of

this study was to survey a class of

102 suburban seventh-graders regarding their attitudes
toward dissection.

A set of fifteen statements developed

by the researcher was designed to elicit students'
attitudes toward and their willingness to dissect a worm

and a frog.

This survey also focused on

the students"

perception of dissection as a learning experience.
Students were asked to respond to the Classroom
Dissection Questionnaire

<CDQ>

before and after

they

dissected a preserved worm and a preserved frog.

Analysis of pre- and post-dissection responses the CDQ

allowed the researcher
before and after

to compare students"

attitudes

their classroom dissection experience.

It was the purpose of

the researcher

to discover

the attitudes of one set of seventh-grade students

toward dissection.

A review of

little research dealing with

toward dissection.
be a vital

part of

Since

the

literature revealed

the opinions of students

this practice

is considered to

the curricula of many life science
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classes

in

this study addressed the

this country,

attitudes o-f seventh-grade students toward dissection

as a learning experience.

Cone 1 us i ons

the

thirteen-year-olds, most of

Characteristic of

seventh-grade students

in

this survey

indicated that

they were willing to try the new experience of
dissection.

71

<6?.6Z)

actual

In responses to the pre-dissection CDQ,

of

102 students preferred to learn by the

examination of

the

internal

anatomy of

the worm

and the frog as opposed to learning through alternate
method.

On

the other hand,

there were students who

definitely had doubts about dissection because of
ethical

and/or physical

its

implications.

The researcher was surprised to find that student

responses to most statements varied little after
dissecting.

Even

though dissection was a new experience,

students apparently had established definite attitudes

that were retained after

statements,

they dissected.

To most

students pre- and post-dissection responses

varied by only a few percentage points.

Any changes,
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tended to be

however,

toward more favorable attitudes

regarding the value of dissection.

Other

decreases regarding the worm dissection

and #14),

1Z to 2Z

than

(statements #10

students had no net negative change

in response

regarding any aspect of dissection as surveyed by the

This

CDQ.

indicated to the researcher
in and of

of dissection

morally objectionable

in

this study.

to the students who participated

Interestingly,
felt

after dissecting,
that

to kill

a worm and eight additional

thought

that

dissection.

it was acceptable
After dissecting,

students (7.?Z)
of animal

the process

itself was not physically or

students (4.9Z)

additional

that

indicated that

five

it was acceptable
students (7.8'Z)

to kill

a frog for

eight additional

they felt a discussion

rights should be part of a life science

course.
The researcher was not surprised to find a

difference

in student attitudes regarding the worm and

the frog since

the frog

not.

After dissection,

found

it acceptable

is a vertebrate and the worm
nine fewer students (8.?Z)

to kill

a frog for educational

purposes than found i t acceptable
these purposes.

less

However,

impressed with

is

to kill

a worm for

students were also generally

the educational

value of viewing
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the

internal

the -frog.

anatomy or

the worm as compared to that of

Post-dissection,

considered it a worthwhile
the

internal

anatomy o-f

anatomy o-f

eleven -fewer students <10.77.)

learning experience

the worm than

In -fact,

the -frog.

regarding the educational

to see

internal

the

student responses

value o-f

internal

the worm's

anatomy actally decreased by 1

to 2/. a-fter dissection

(statements #10 and #14).

internal

the worm

anatomy.
similar

The

is relatively simple,
Perhaps because

anatomy o-f

compared to vertebrate

the worm

is

internally less

to human anatomy students related to

it

less.

While -fewer students objected to the worm dissection on

a moral

basis,

fewer students also -found

it

to be as

valuable o-f a learning experience as the -frog dissection.

The students'

opinions o-f

the value o-f dissection

as a learning experience remained -fairly stable a-fter
dissection compared to their opinions before dissecting.
Dissection was also the prefered method of
internal

anatomy of

the frog and the worm,

and after dissecting.

in

both before

Only one student who participated

the survey actually learned the

an alternate method.

learning the

information

through

Learning through dissection was a

direct hands-on method of

learning anatomy, which

apparently appealed to the students.
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One of

the biggest changes from the pre-dissection

survey to the post-dissection survey occurred

students <15.6X)

agreed

understanding the
helpful

16 additional

to statement #12.

response

in

internal

in

the post-dissection CDQ that

anatomy of

the frog was

in understanding human anatomy.

The

instructor

showed the students an overhead transparency of

unlabeled

internal

were asked to

anatomy of a human being.

identify human

internal

their knowledge gained through

Another change occurred
Of

Statement #12.

would not be

interested

minds after dissecting.

they now would be

the frog dissection.
in responses to

1? <18.6'/.)

were apparently

they

changed their

While five students <4.?’Z)
14 students <13.7X)

interested

indicated

in performing more

Students who remained fairly set

responses to most of

process that

organs based on

in more dissecting before

changed to being undecided,

dissections.

Students

the 35 students <34.3'/.) who said they

actually had dissected,

that

the

the other statements on

in

their

the CDQ

intrigued enough by the dissection

they would now like

to dissect different

specimens beyond the worm and the frog.
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A point of
responded on

interest

is that 30 students <29.4Z.)

the pre-dissection CDQ that

to do an alternate

either undecided or would prefer
learning activity

the

students to dissect

she offered students a choice as to whether

the frog or do an alternate

to dissect

which was to model
Students were

the frog's

internal

told that choice of

their grade or

would not affect

Selections were made

any way.

While

the frog dissection.

instead of

instructor required all

they were

the worm,

they wanted

learning activity,
anatomy from clay.

the alternate activity

their class status

individually on a written

form so that choices could be made confidentially.
faced with
to dissect.

the actual

choice,

should believe,

CDQ,

all

When

but one student chose

This suggested to the researcher

there may be a difference

in

that

in what students think

they

as evidenced by their responses to the

and by how students act,

as evidenced by 101

students <99Z) who actually chose

to dissect when

offered the opportunity.

I mol i cat i ons.

The

issue of

its relationship

the value of classroom dissection and
to the rights of animals

is a complex
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Teachers of other junior high science classes of

one.

in

like students

Even

interest as a point of reference.

results of
within

like settings may find these survey

this relatively homogenous group of subjects

there was a range of opinions regarding these

the researcher felt

Overall,

that

issues.

the students

experienced dissection positively as a learning activity.

Students'

attitudes were basically established before

they dissected

in

the classroom.

of dissecting did not

The actual

lead to any

increase

experience

in negative

attitudes toward dissection.

The dissection experience evoked many comments both
in and outside of

the classroom.

Oakwood Junior High who taught

remarked that
in

parents spoke

to the

in

discussions,

instructor

students to the

instructor

dissection,

high school

Several

to let her know that worm

the center

topic of dinner

and of how enthusiastically their children

responded to the experience.

"loving"

talking about dissection

their other
classrooms.
*

and frog dissection had been

in

teachers

the seventh grade students

the students were

the hallways and

Other

Comments by some of

included remarks about

and not being able

to be able

the

to wait until

to do more dissection.

Several
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the experience caused them to

students mentioned that

become

interested

in a medical

students who viewed dissection

initially

light became more positive after

experience.
ideal

the

introduced to the process of dissection,
they are open to new experiences.

this age

experience

in dissecting

to a greater

interest

career choice

in

in

functioning of

future

the sciences or medical

life decisions,

to

since at
A positive

and perhaps to a

in biology,

internal

age

the seventh grade may lead

Attitudes gained toward the complexity of

of

in a positive

the actual

The junior high student may be at
be

Certain -

career.

anatomy will
regardless of

arts.

life and the

be of value

in

the career choice

the studen t.

However,

since dissection

is,

for most students,

their first contact with preserved specimens,
most be

taken as to how dissection

classroom.

is presented

in

the

Students must be allowed to express their

reservations to the process,
should be

great care

and these reservations

taken seriously by the

student feels some physical

instructor.

If a

hesitations about dissection,

she should be helped to realize

that

these feelings are
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natural

and acceptable.

dissection

They do not mean

is not worth doing,

that

or

that

the student will

learn anything from the process because of her

not

initial

physical

The moral

aversion.

issue of whether dissection

is a violation

of an animal's rights also needs to be addressed

classroom.

Dissection may be

students deal

time

directly with a dead organism,

can raise strong emotions
of

the first

in students.

that many

and it

The relationship

and to

these emotions to the practice of dissection,

the

issue of animal

the classroom.

dissection
danger with

like

rights should be discussed openly

themselves

is worth

the

the animal

if

to take,

currently fashionable attitude.

the cause of animal

rights.

is,

is that

as well

A

lives.

it sounds

as being a

Many singers and other

to adolescents are championing

Students may go along with

the cause without examining the
Having to act—that

that classroom

loss of specimens'

the correct attitude

entertainers who appeal

they feel

right's movement

in

their feelings

Students need to examine

and determine for

the

in

issues very deeply.

to choose whether or not

to

dissect—involves a deeper examination of attitudes and

beliefs,

and may bring the

a clearer perspective for

issues of animal

the student.

rights

into
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Attitudes of

replacements for dissection.

the

two groups

of students toward the value of dissection and alternate

learning could also be compared.

methods of

Educational

Practice

The researcher was surprised to find that student

attitudes toward dissection were not affected as much as

she had anticipated they would be by the students

dissecting a worm and a frog.

the experience of dissection,

influences outside of

also outside of

process of dissection,

by the

itself.

to feel

they are hesitant

students"

to the

If students"

that nothing
to dissect.

hesitations will

then

with

Acceptance of

hopefully

through dissection.

the students

is abnormal

invite

to become more open-minded and receptive

possible

toward the

objections are discussed and accepted

instructor as being natural,

may be made
if

instructor

is more significant

the experience

and moral

the

and toward the students"

attitudes toward dissection

physical

and

the science classroom.

Perhaps the attitude of

students than

indicates to

these attitudes are formed by

that

the researcher

This

them

the

the students

to the

learning
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The results of

researcher's belief

this survey confirmed the
that dissection can be a valuable

Some students,

learning experience.

strong moral

or physical

objections to dissecting.

should be forced to dissect

objections of any nature.
in which

if

the student has strong

If students are required by

they are enrolled to take a

then perhaps the students

particular science course,

should have a choice of whether

they will

learn anatomy through alternate methods.

is elective,
dissection

and the

is an

the student still

dissect or

If

the course

instructor feels strongly that

integral

part of

the curriculum,

has the option available

dissecting by not enrolling

As people continue

in

of

the animal

the welfare of animals,

then

to him of not

the course.

to advocate animal

rights,

issue of dissection may come under more scrutiny.
the goal

On

the researcher concluded that no student

this basis,

the school

however, may have

rights activists
and the goal

of

the
Since

is to protect
the classroom
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teacher

is the education of students,

compromise.
examine

Instructors as well

is no easy

as students must

their attitudes toward the classroom practice

of dissection,

and must remain open

Allowances for differences

others.

choice

there

in

dissection

to the attitudes of

in opinions and

the matter of dissection will
to remain a valuable

the classroom

hopefully allow

learning experience

in
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A-l
CLASSROOM DISSECTION QUESTIONNAIRE
Record your attitudes on

the scantron form.

Mark response

"A”

if your answer

to the quest i on

is "Yes".

Mark response

" B"

if your answer

to the quest i on

is "No".

Mark response

" C"

if your answer

to the question i s
"Undecided" .

1.

I believe that it is acceptable to kill worms -for
educational purposes, such as classroom dissection.

2.

I believe that it is acceptable to kill -frogs for
educational purposes, such as classroom dissection.

3.

The

idea of dissecting a

worm does not bother me.

4.

The

idea of dissecting a

frog does not bother me.

5.

I think that a student could learn just as much
about a worm by doing an
alternate activity
(labeling a diagram, using a computer program)
instead of dissecting the worm.

6.

I think that a student could learn just as much
about a frog by doing an alternate activity
(labeling a diagram, using a computer program)
instead of dissecting the frog.

8

I would rather do an alternate activity
dissecting a worm.

instead of

I would rather do an alternate
dissecting a frog.

instead of

A discussion of animal
life science course.

activity

rights should be part of a

10.

It is a worthwhile learning experience
the inside of a worm looks like.

to see what

11 .

It is a worthwhile learning experience
the inside of a frog looks like.

to see what

Appendix A

